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Documents similar to Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 1.1 The fundamental background for orthodontic care is to create a balanced and harmonious face appearance.at the time of diagnosis and preparation of treatment plans, Please keep in mind there is a more detailed chapter 1 OF 1.1 Orthodontic background is one of the branches of dentistry science related to methods of
prevention, intervention and correcting the existence of small-butia and conditions More detailed 7 Chapter 2 LIBRARY REVIEW 2.1 Symmetrical diagnosis in orthodontic science , just like other dental and medical disciplines require a strong collection of information and data on more detailed CROSSBITE ANTERIOR AND CROSSBITE POSTERIOR 1. The anterior front
crosshairs also called the bite cross, is an anomaly of the position of the anterior tooth of the upper jaw, which is more for the linguistic than the teeth More detailed 5 Chapter 2 REVIEW LIBRARY 2.1 Asymmetry Definition of symmetry is the equation of one side of the object both in terms of shape, size, and so on from the side that is behind the middle plate. For more information,
chapter 2 MALOCLUSI KLAS III 2.1 Understanding Angle first published the mal occlusion classification, based on the jaw arch of the study model. According to Angle, the occlusion of Klas I occurs when the bulge is more detailed Chapter 3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 3.1. This type of Research Design Research is an analytical with a cross-retrospective approach, because
variable measurements are performed at the same time or each subject More detailed chapters 2 LIBRARY REVIEW 2.1 Asymmetry of facial symmetry refers to the balanced state of size, shape and structure of tissues and facial structures with opposite sides of the Sagittal median field. 19,24.25 More detailed chapter 2 LIBRARY REVIEW 2.1 The symmetrical identometry
comes from Greek, i.e. symmetry, which means size. Symmetrical can be defined as a match in size, shape, more detail 5 Chapter 2 LIBRARY REVIEW 2.1 Occlusion occlusion static connection between the upper and lower teeth during interstitial, where the upper and lower transmission of the ledge encounters occur to the maximum. Two more detailed chapters of I
INTRODUCTION 1.1 are known. The background of occlusion is simply defined as the ratio of maxes and jaw teeth. In fact, dental occlusion is a complex relationship because it includes a more detailed chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 1.1 Background Information Today the public is increasingly aware of the needs of medical services. Public knowledge of the importance of a healthy
body is growing, no more detailed chapter 2 PUSTAKA REVIEW 2.1 Asymmetry asymmetry is a composition often associated in the world of art and beauty, but also in the aesthetic beauty of the face. Facial aesthetics can be obtained in a more detailed chapter LIBRARY REVIEW 2.1 Skeleton model Maloclusi Klas I Maloklusi is divided into three groups: tooth dysplasia, skeletal
tooth dysplasia and skeletal dysplasia. Dental dysplasia is a more detailed maloclusion Chapter I PRELIMINARY 1.1 Maloclusion background condition of the dental condition that deviates from normal occlusion.1 This problem of maloclusion receives a lot of attention from practitioners and physicians More detailed I. INTRODUCTION A. Background loss of teeth can occur in
anyone with various causes such as tooth extraction from tooth decay (tooth decay). , broken, cracked), infections More detailed I. READ A. Background motivation of patients in passing orthodontics in general, because it wants to improve dental harmony, i.e. the harmony between teeth and face (Waldman, More Detailed Chapter 3 RESEARCH METHOD 3.1 Study Type Design
of this study is an observational analytical study with cross sectional method. 3.2Place and time of research 3.2.1Lelutory Research Site Measuring the criterion maloionion A to establish the level of treatment complexity at the American Council of Orthodontics (ABO) is the complexity of the case. ABO has developed a more detailed method 1 Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 1.1
Small-comable background can be defined as a mismatch of dental or jaw relationships that deviate from normal. 1 MALoCLUSION IS A MORE DETAILED DEVIATION FROM ASYMMETRY RELATIONSHIP ONE-THIRD OF THE LOWER FACE AND CURVED ASYMMETRY OF TEETH IN PATIENTS TREATED AT ORTHODONTIC CLINIC RSGMP FKG USU THESIS, filed to
perform the task and complete the requirement to obtain a more detailed chapter 2 REVIEW PUSTAKA 2.1 MALOLUSION Malolusi According to Salzman (1957), the little-butt is the location of teeth in the arch of the teeth, More detailed chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 1.1 Orthodontic background is the area of dentistry related to the growth and development of the face and teeth, as
well as the diagnosis, prevention and improvement of the more detailed chapter II KLAS III MANDIBULA 2.1 Occlusion defenisi teeth can be interpreted as a condition in which teeth in the upper jaw and teeth in the lower jaw are found , During the upper jaw and jaw More detailed chapters 2 REVIEW PUSTAKA Kram kramed teeth are the most commonly encountered type of
maloclusion. Tooth teeth also often complain about patients and are the main reason patients come to do a more detailed treatment Chapter I INTRODUCTION 1.1 Malolusion Background is a condition that cannot be represented by a single condition, but it is the sum or collection of occlusion properties that are multifactorial. For more information ABOUT ROLE GENERAL
DENTISTS IN FIELD OF SEMINAR ON DENTAL TOURISM YOGYAKARTA 6 FEBRUARY, 2009 By Enda Mardiati, drg., MS., Sp.Ort 1 ROLE GENERAL DENTIST IN ORTODONTI SEMINAR DENTISTRY More detailed 6 Chapter 2 LIBRARY REVIEW 2.1 Maloclusi Klas I Angle In 1899 Angle classifies maloxicium based on the relationship of a mollaric single permanent lower
jaw against the upper jaw, because according to the angle, more detailed III. TREATMENT PLAN a. Preliminary Diagnosis is considered a complete when the patient's list of problems is known and between pathology and developmental problems is separated. The purpose of the treatment plan is a more detailed chapter of I INTRODUCTION 1.1. The low-key background in
general can be interpreted as a significant deviation from ideal relationships that can lead to dissatisfaction both aesthetically and in more detail chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 1.1 Background Basically, orthodontic care is an observation effort to guide and correct the structure of the growing or mature dental. FOR MORE TREATMENT 1 TRANSVERSE ARCH RELATIONSHIP
MAXILA WITH VERTICAL ASYMMETRY MANDIBLE ON CROSSBITE POSTERIOR UNILATERAL THESIS HILDA SHANDIKA PURBA 117160002 FACULTY SPECIALIST DENTIST EDUCATION PROGRAM More detailed CHAPTER 2 PROTRUSION AND OPEN BITEERI ANTDOR 2.1 Definition of Protrusion and Open Bite where the front teeth of the upper jaw are more
forward, Than The Front Teeth More Detailed Chapters 2 PUSTAKA REVIEW 2.1 Radiography Sefalometry Discovery of X-rays in 1985 Roentgen is a revolution in dentistry that is the beginning of the opening of the radiography More detailed chapter 2 REVIEW PUSTAKA One type of maloxyplusion that often complains about orthodontic cramming patients. 3.7 This clogged
tooth is a patient's complaint, especially in the aesthetic aspect of the more detailed chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 1.1 Background The important thing in orthodontic care is the correct diagnosis, prognosis and treatment plan to get the most out of it. 1-5 Malochus Klas II is more detailed ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT Nurhayati Harahap,drg.,Sp.Ort Optimal Orthodontic Care - Best
Results - Short Results - Low Cost - Biological, Psychologically Important Treatment Time Four Phases of Preventive Care More Detailed Chapter 2 LIBRARY REVIEW 2.1 Small-key Little Butia is an aberration both aesthetically and 10 Maloclusia is not a disease, but potentially more detailed in Chapter 2 LIBRARY REVIEW 2.1 Orthodontic Photography Use of Photography in
the Field of Orthodontics has been around since the school of dentistry opened in 1839. 4 In the field of orthodontics, photography is one of the more detailed 5 Chapter 2 LIBRARY REVIEW 2.1 Occlusion comes from the word which consists of two words, namely oc, which means up (up) and clusion, which means closure. Thus, the occlusion closes a more detailed I.
INTRODUCTION A. The reference goal of orthodontic care is to obtain optimal dental occlusion with physiological adaptation and normal function, a dental repair with an aesthetically good More detailed CROSSBITE ANTERIOR 1. The front crosshairs of the anterior cross bite is also called a cross bite, an anomaly in the position of the front teeth of the upper jaw, which is more
for the lingua than the front teeth of the lower jaw. MORE DETAILED TERMS MALOCLUSION TREATMENT CLASS II KELETAL WITH COMBINATION OF ACTIVATORS - HEADGEAR PAPERS AUTHOR: YuliawatI zenab, drg.sp.ort NIP.19580704 199403 2 001 FACULTY OF DENTISTRY OF DENTISTRY UNIVERSITAS PADJADJARAN BANDUNG MORE BIONATOR DRG.
NAZRUDDIN K. ORT. PH.D. 1 BIONATOR was developed by Wilhelm Balter (1950s). Popular in the United States from 1970 to 1980. 2 Bionator Balters 3 BIONATOR The treatment of jaw extrusion produces more details II. INTERSEPTIF ORTHODONTICS To understand the meaning of interseptic orthodontics should be known primarily the meaning of orthodontics.
Orthodontics is a combination of science and art related to the development of more detailed 5 Chapter 2 REVIEW PUSTAKA 2.1 The development of Tooth-Geligi and occlusion development undergoes significant changes from birth to adulthood. Change from desidui teeth to teeth More detailed 17 Chapter 2 REVIEW PUSTAKA Modern orthodontic care is the goal used to
achieve aesthetic facial alignment, structural balance on the face and functional confirmation. 2 More detailed appearance III. DENTOFASIAL ABNORMALITIES FIRST CLASSIFICATION of occlusion and occlusion classification - Occlusion Occlusion Understanding occlusion - is the connection of the upper jaw and lower jaw teeth when the lower jaw moves so that more detailed
information 1 I.INTRODUCTION A.Background Problems In general face shape depends on the shape of the head, gender and age. The shape of each person's face is different in that there is a unique combination of contours More detailed 1 CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 1.1 The background of the bone of the cervical vertebrae has an effect on the process of cranial growth.
Based on this, allowing the cervical vertebrae to influence the more detailed chapter 1 OF THE 1.1 Background loss of teeth is a frequent dental and oral problem. Tooth loss can be caused by two factors in general, namely, disease factors such as more detailed chapters 1 UPDATE 1.1 Orthodontic background is the area of dentistry associated with the growth and development of
the face and teeth, as well as the diagnosis, prevention and improvement of the more detailed chapter 2 REVIEW LITERATURE 2.1 Palatum 2.1.1 Palatum Anatomy is or a barrier that limits between the oral cavity and the nasal cavity, so that it forms a roof for the mouth. More detailed information on Nestorch's problem (1982) suggests that people in the world are divided into
several racial groups. Indonesian society belongs to the race. Jacob More 19 Chapter I INTRODUCTION 1.1 Maloxlusion Background is a term commonly used to describe disorders in intermaxyl relationships and or intramaxil in teeth and or jaws. A much more detailed chapter 2 REVIEW LIBRARY Case of small-butness is accompanied by a vertical mismatch, usually difficult in
orthodontic treatment and has a poor prognosis. Vertical mismatch can manifest itself in a more detailed chapter 2 REVIEW PUSTAKA Currently the field of orthodontic science is developing so rapidly that treatment is not only focused on the location of teeth and jaws, but also on the aesthetics Of more detailed 5 CHAPTER 2 REVIEW PUSTAKA The success of orthodontic
treatment is often associated with improved facial appearance, including vertical morphology of the skeleton. Facial vertical morphology is a more detailed chapter II REVIEW LIBRARY 2.1 Airway anatomy is a system consisting of several interconnected components. In front of the airways there are more detailed chapters I INTRODUCTION 1.1 Orthodontic background derived
from the Greek ortho meaning normal or correct and dontos the meaning of teeth. Orthodontics aims to improve the position of teeth and improve the more detailed chapter I INTRODUCTION 1.1 Occlusion background is the contact of the occlusion surface of the upper jaw geligi tooth with the occlusion surface of the lower jaw of the tooth at a time when the upper jaw and lower
jaw are close. A more detailed chapter 2 LIBRARY REVIEW Currently orthodontic treatment focuses not only on the location of teeth and jaw relationships, but also on the aesthetics of the face. 1.4 Facial examination is a very detailed analysis of study models, important resources for orthodontic diagnosis avi Laviana Orthodontic section of the Faculty of Dentistry Universitas
Padjadjaran Jl. Sekeloa Selatan No 1 Bandung Abstract Analysis More detailed Chapter II REVIEW PUSTAKA 2.1 Radi Sefalometry. 22.23 Since 1922, cephalometric radiography has been introduced by Pacini and Carrera, and then developed by Hofrat (Germany) and Broadbent For chapter 2 LIBRARY REVIEW 2.1. Analysis of the profile of the soft tissues of the face Accurate
analysis of the profile of the soft tissues of the face will support the overall diagnosis of the analysis of lateral radiography. More detailed execution of 1 I. INTRODUCTION A.Background orthodontic science problems according to the American Orthodontics Association branch of dentistry science, which studies the growth and development of dental geligi and its relationship more
detailed chapters 2 PUSTAKA REVIEW 2.1. Rapid expansion of the Chamber 2.1.1. Definition of RPE is a tool used in clinics aimed at correcting maxil deficiency in cross-sectional directions and adding more information I. INTRODUCTION A. Background dental wear problem is a condition characterized by loss of solid tooth tissue due to physical and chemical processes rather
than tooth decay process (Oltramari-Navarro More detailed CLINICAL PICTURE AND TREATMENT OF ORTODONTI ANOMALIES IN PATIENTS SYNDROME CROWD: ALI AKBAR More detailed chapter 3 RESEARCH METHODS 3.1 Research Types This research design is an observational study with case management method , because samples do not receive treatments
and measurements carried out in one More detailed I. INTRODUCTION A. Background of orthodontic problems the study of changes in the growth and development of the face structure, Jaws and Teeth, as well as its effect on the occlusion of teeth geligi (Grist, More detailed CHAPTER 3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 3.1 Type of research This type of study uses the cross
section to know the vertical morphological distribution of the skeletal tribal face More detailed chapter 2 LIBRARY REVIEW 2.1. Vertical skeletal growth of the anterior craniofacial brain base (Sella-Nasion) is often used as a reference lines to determine the tilt of the jaw field (MP). Individuals with a more detailed chapter I INTRODUCTION A. Von Small-butsion Problems deviate
the ratio of the upper jaw and lower jaw from the normal standard shape. The condition arises from the malrelasi between the uponths, More detailed chapter 2 REVIEW MALOCLUSI LIBRARY is a condition that deviates from normal occlusion with abnormal dental arrangement aesthetically affecting the appearance of the person and interferes with the balance of function More
detailed I. INTRODUCTION A. Font orthodontic treatment designed to improve the function of occlusia and facial aesthetics. Knowledge of cranial brain growth includes solid tissues and soft tissues in a more detailed chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 1.1 Background Appearance including teeth is a very important aspect for confidence growth. Teeth with a neat arrangement and
charming smile More detailed 4 CHAPTER 2 LIBRARY REVIEW 2.1 Maloclusion According to the Corner, maloclusion is an occlusion that deviates from the occlusion of a field of normal teeth (cit. Martin RK et al.). 10 According to Cairns et al, maloclusion occurs when more detailed chapters 2 LIBRARY REVIEW 2.1 Temporomandibula joint (TMJ) TMJ or jaw joint is the joint that
connects the temporal Jawbone consisting of a jawbone with its wardow (round tip), More detailed chapters 2 PUSTAKA REVIEW 2.1 Tooth arch according to DuBRUL (1980), the curvature of the teeth varies greatly, However, in general, the arch of the upper jaw teeth in the form of an ellipse and arch of the lower jaw teeth More detailed CLINICAL PICTURE AND TREATMENT
OF ORTHODONTIC ANOMALIES IN PATIENTS ADENOID FACIAL SYNDROME CAUSED BY HYPERTROPY ADENOID TISSUE THESIS, filed to perform the task and fulfill the requirements for a more detailed chapter 2 REVIEW LIBRARY LIBRARY 2.1 Actually occusia is actually a complex process. as it has more detailed teeth I. INTRODUCTION A. BACKGROUND
orthodontic care is growing as public awareness of health and appearance increases (Alexander,2001). Orthodontics is a more detailed I. INTRODUCTION A. Background information on the problems of orthodontics is part of the science of dentistry, which studies the growth and development caused by the movement of teeth. Orthodontics includes diagnosis, more detail 1 I.
INTRODUCTION A. Background problems of occlusion are complex phenomena associated with teeth, periodontal tissue, jaw, visomandibules joints, muscles and nervous system. Occlusion has two aspects, More Detailed Chapter II LIBRARY REVIEW 2.1. Klas I Skeleton Relationship Class Pattern I Skeleton has large ANB angles ranging from 2-4o, and when the angle is
larger than 4o you can say that Claes II is skeletal or more detailed chapters 1 INTRODUCTION 1.1. The background size of the width of the mesodostial teeth varies between one person and another person, between one population and another population. 1 Changing the width size is more detailed I. INTRODUCTION A. Background orthodontic treatment aims to correct the
maloxusia and place the teeth in an ideal position and balance with the basal bone. Orthodontic treatments should be able to more detailed 1 JAW RELATIONSHIP IN MAKING TEETH- PART IMITATION JAW RELATIONSHIP is also called VERTICAL/VERTICAL VERTICAL RELATIONSHIP. Understanding Vertical Relationships: Vertical distance of the upper jaw and lower jaw
More detailed chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 1.1 Von Irregular Dental Location and occlusion states that do not correspond to normal circumstances is certainly a form of dental and oral health problems. 1,2.3 More detailed DATA Chapter 2 CANINUS PERMANENT DENTAL IMPACTION usually erupts in its arch, but some people's permanent teeth can fail eruptions and become
blows inside the alveoli. One is the dog teeth For a more detailed study. 7 Analysis of study models used to measure the degree of small-butness, Chapter 1 EXCLUSIVE 1.1 Orthodontic background is a branch Dentistry Related to Growth and Development, More Detailed TREATMENT MALOKLUSI KLAS III WITH TWIN BLOCK THESIS AIRCRAFT Filed to meet the task and
completion of the requirements for obtaining a bachelor's degree in dentistry By: MAU JULINAWITA NIM : 050600141 FACULTY More detailed chapter 2 REVIEW PUST 2.1 Bad Habits Such Behavior, usually occurs in childhood and is largely completed More detailed 1 I. INTRODUCTION A. Background problem Mastikasi system is a functional device in chewing that has
components consisting of teeth, temporomandibula joints, chewing muscles, and a more detailed System Chapter 2 REVIEW LIBRARY Maturity maturation process production of growth and development. 11 Assessing a person's maturity status plays an important role in orthodontic treatment plans, in particular, the more detailed chapter II REVIEW LITERATURE 2.1 Radiography
of cephalometry began around the beginning of 1930 Hofrat in Germany and Broadbent in the United States for the study and study of maloclusion along with more detail: 5 a. Teeth of each jaw arch should have a mesodostal slope 6 Chapter 2 PUSTAKA REVIEW 2. Occlusia Occlusion is defined as intercutulation contact between the teeth of the upper jaw More detailed chapter
II PUSTAKA REVIEW 2.1 Determining the impact of dogs Impactionary Teeth can be defined as permanent teeth, that prevent the eruption of normal functional position due to physical barriers in the more detailed I. INTRODUCTION A. The background of the malformation of occlusion or occlusion disorder is an occlusion that deviates from normal circumstances, 1985). Edward
Engle (sit. Bhalajhi 2004) introduces a more detailed classification of mal occlusion
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